Listen to my ‘voice’

An engagement guide and toolkit for services working
with children, young people and young adults with
special educational needs and/or disabilities

This document is aimed at all services working with children and young
people who may have special educational needs and/or a disability not just
those that have resulted in a statement.

Who are children in Specific Circumstances?
• looked after children
• care leavers
• children and young people with SEN and social care needs, including
children in need
• children and young people educated out of area
• children and young people with SEN who are educated at home
• children and young people in alternative provision
• children and young people who have SEN and are in hospital
• children of service personnel
• children and young people in youth custody
The above list is taken from Section 10 of the SEND Code of Practice –
January 2015 which came into force on 1st April 2015

This cooperative guide has been compiled by Sue Thomas, Regional Manager for Children England as
part of the Engagement Project with the Inclusion Service of Stoke-on-Trent City Council. The Author
would like to thank all those colleagues who took part in discussions, debates, training and development
sessions and researching what works, including young people from Portland Special School, YOS
Engagement Group, Donna Louise Trust, Merit PRU, Children in Care Council and from other services
around the City for their input to this guide and toolkit.
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Foreword

Geoff Catterall – Chair SEND Strategic Board

The Children and Families Act 2014 places
new statutory duties on Local Authorities,
Clinical Commissioning Groups and provider
organisations (including education settings and NHS
organisations). The reforms have had significant
implications for professionals working with children
and young people including the ways in which
services are organised to improve outcomes for
children and young people who have a special
educational need and/or disability between the ages
of 0 and 25. This is hugely significant as up to 22%
of school age children and young people have been
identified as having a special educational need.
Getting it right requires practical and cultural
changes from professionals and commissioners
working with and for children and young people.

The key areas of change include:• An integrated education, health and care
assessment and planning process for ages 0-25.
• Better planning for adulthood.
• An emphasis upon co-production with parents
and carers.
• Engagement with the views, wishes and
aspirations of children and young people.
I commend this toolkit as being a significant
contribution to ensuring success around
engagement. It has been financed by the SEND
Reform Grant and has been commissioned via
Children England. Particular credit must be given
to Sue Thomas who has led on the development
of the toolkit and whose knowledge, networking
skills and perseverance are reflected in the practical
application of this resource.
Geoff Catterall
Chair – SEND Strategic Board
August 2015
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1: Introduction
We do not deny, in our city, that
most decisions within our services
for children and young people
and their families are made by
adults, sometimes without much
thought to what children and
young people may think and
even though these decisions
may impose a real change on the
lives of those children and young
people and even their families.
We plan to change that. We have
to think about the journey for
each child or young person, what
is it that they aspire to and what
difference can we make together
for and with them?

We know that failure to effectively
engage has not always been the
fault of the services. Constant
churn and change and reduction
in resource has meant there are
significantly greater pressures on
schools and services in all sectors
to do more with less therefore we
need to think and work differently.
It might be that working with
other similar services can reduce
financial output and increase
quality of consultation.
This simple toolkit has been
designed to help you improve
where you need to and ensure
that your users have a voice in
the decision making processes
and most importantly, have a real
say in services that affect them
whether as an individual or as
part of a wider group.

Consultation
improves schools
and trips and
activities and
how we feel
about them. If
you talk to us we
can help make it
better ” 12 years

2: Aims of this Toolkit
To ensure services for children and young people of Stoke-on-Trent gain a greater understanding of the
needs, aspirations and views of those children and young people in specific circumstances, particularly
those with significant learning needs and/or disabilities, as outlined in Section 10 of the SEND Code of
Practice 2014, through effective consultation activities.

3: Objectives of the Toolkit
•

•
•

•

Increase the level of
participation in consultation
activities of children with
learning challenges in
their lives.
Increase service involvement
in collaborative consultation.
Promote analysis of need,
the importance of monitoring
and evaluation of the
consultation process.
Ensure the right adults, young
adults and service users/
leavers are engaged.

•

•

•

Use consultation intelligence
to support the review and
development of children and
young people’s services.
Encourage the sharing of
consultation findings with
others as part of an open peer
exchange/review culture.
And most importantly, ensure
every child and young person
has a valued say in the
decisions that will affect his or
her life.
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4: Motivators
A child or young person is
considered to have a learning
difficulty or disability if they:
• have a significantly greater
difficulty in learning than the
majority of others of the same
age; or
• have a disability which
prevents or hinders them from
making use of educational
facilities of a kind generally
provided for others of the
same age.
(Code of Practice 2014, paragraph xiv.)

The most recent legislation
and guidance including the UN
Convention on the Rights of the
Child (particularly Article 12) The
Children and Families Act 2014;
The SEND Code of Practice
January 2015; and Working
Together to Safeguard Children
2015, The Care Act 2015 and
others you are working with in
your services and organisations
all stress the importance of the
voices of children and young
people. Your contracts and your
inspections and your quality
frameworks will seek evidence
of this. As far back as 2010, at
a congress of special schools’
pupils then identified that listening
to them makes schools more
enjoyable so that they want to
learn and take part. That view
has not changed.
The Stoke-on-Trent Children,
Young People and Families Plan
2013 – 2016 priorities include:
1. Ensuring children have the
best start in life.
2. Raising achievement and
aspiration.
3. Improving transition to work
and independence.
4. Good things to do and good
places to go.
5. Targeting support for those
children, young people and
families who need it most.
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There are currently around 8,000
children and young people with
SEN in Stoke-on-Trent and it
is vital that those children are
enabled to have an equal voice in
decisions made about their lives.

Before assuming that a person
lacks the capacity to make
decisions for themselves, the law
states that they must get as much
support as possible to help them
do so.

Mental Capacity Act
This Act sets out how a person is
assessed if there is concern about
their ability to make decisions for
themselves. From the beginning
the law presumes that a person is
able to make their own decisions.
However, any real concern can
be addressed through the method
below to judge whether a person
has that ability.

This might include giving
additional time to a young person
who is getting ready to leave
care, supporting a young person
who may need additional support
to communicate such as sign
language, or having someone
there who understands and
can communicate well with that
person. Often this may be a carer
or parent or support worker who
knows the person better than the
professional.

This will decide whether the
person can make a particular
decision that needs to be made,
for example, how to spend their
income, which college to attend,
or how to spend the money on
other things.

The Mental Capacity Act asks:
1. Does the person have any
mental impairment?
2. If so, does that prevent the
person making the decision?

There are four more questions to
ask to find out whether the person
can make the decision:
• Can they understand the
information needed to make
that decision?
• Can they remember the
information for long enough to
make the decision?
• Can they weigh up the
consequences of deciding one
way or another?
• Can they communicate their
decision? This may be by a
nod or a blink, as well as by
speech or by signing.
If you have any concerns
regarding a child/young person/
young adult you are working with
please contact Stoke-on-Trent
SENDIASS (SEND Information,
Advice and Support Service.)
The Local Offer
In each Local Authority area
there is a requirement for a Local
Offer which should provide clear,
comprehensive, accessible and
up-to-date information about
available provision including how
to access it. It must make ensure
that provision is more responsive
to local need and aspiration
through the direct involvement
of disabled children, those with
SEN and their parents, together
with service providers in its
development and review.

It should also identify:
• How children and young
peoples’ needs are identified.
• How their needs are assessed.
• The special educational, health
and social care provision for
children and young people with
sen or disabilities.
• Opportunities for training and
employment.
• Support for independent living.
• How provision is funded.
• Leisure activities and support
groups.
• Where you can find more
information, advice and
support.
• Arrangements for travel to and
from school and other settings.
• The help available to resolve
disagreements; and
• What services are provided
outside your area that local
people are likely to use.
Stoke-on-Trent Local Offer
This Toolkit and the training
that goes alongside it, takes on
board changing circumstances,
reductions in resources and
increase in organisational
awareness to improve our ability
to listen to ALL our children in the
City.

The need for effective
consultation and
engagement is
underpinned by a raft of
legislation, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

The Children and Families
Act 2014
The Chronically Sick and
Disabled Persons Act 1970
The Children Act 1989
The Education Act 1996
The Crime and Disorder
Act 1998
Section 20 of the Young
Persons Act 2008 2009
The Apprenticeship, Skills
and Learning Act 2009
The Equality Act 2010
The National Health
Service Act 2006
Regulations
The Children Act 1989 –
Guidance and Regulations
Volume 3: Planning
Transitions to Adulthood for
Care Leavers Education
(Pupil Information)
Regulations 2005
The Designated Teacher
(Looked after Pupils etc)
Regulations 2009
The Special Educational
Needs and Disability
(Detained Persons)
Regulations 2015
The National Health
Service Commissioning
Board and Clinical
Commissioning Groups
(Responsibilities
and Standing Rules)
Regulations 2012
Mental Capacity Act
Care Act
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5: Why do we need to consult children and
young people when it is difficult to engage
with them in the first place?
Very simply, consultation is
about asking the advice of and
listening to the people that you
serve through your projects,
programmes, schools and
activities. Consultation is one
element of engagement and if
done effectively it will:

•

•
•

Promote the act of listening
and reviewing based on the
views of service users and
other stakeholders to enable
communication between
services and users to share,
collect or develop knowledge,
opinion, answer questions,
and identify need for change.

•
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Give a deeper understanding
of children and young people’s
wishes and aspirations and
allows them to input into the
review and development of
policies and procedures,
generating innovation and
making a real difference.

•

Promote responsibility and
respect for children and
young people’s opinions
and invigorate and activate
democracy from an early
stage enabling otherwise
excluded young people to
take part in the democratic
process.

•

Allows networking between
similar organisations to share
the good stuff.

Encourage users to contribute
effectively to improve the
quality of services and enable
effective and evidenced
performance management
including quality case studies.

Anything to do
with computers
helps me as I
can see things
more clearly on
screens and
this helps me to
learn”

Promote the right of children
and young people to have
their views taken into
account under article 12 of
the UNCRC (United Nations
Convention on the Rights of
the Child)

It is great, I can
give my opinion
and views and
am being taken
seriously by the
adults around the
table with me….”
(16 years)

6: Challenges of undertaking consultation
with children and young people

Specific
circumstances

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Limited
opportunities

Planning and preparation time
Accessing children and young
people who may be underrepresented, marginalised,
economically disadvantaged
or socially excluded due to
learning needs, disability,
language or culture.
Pre-conceptions of adults,
children and young people as
unwilling, suspicious, overtargeted and disengaged
from social, economic or
educational opportunities.
Ensuring that children do
not slip through the net
because it is more difficult to
communicate with them.
Children and young people’s
attitudes towards those
undertaking the consultation.
Lack of effective consultation
methods being used.
Embarrassment, fear of
reprisal if their views are
‘different’.
Time and ensuring all
safeguarding policies and
procedures are in place prior
to and during the consultation
activities1.

Limited support
for individual
need aspirations
and wishes

A failed
young adult

Be
welcoming
Someone who
understands young
people needs
to do the work
with us

Right service
for the right
youngsters

The
Consultation
Process
Use service
leaders as
mentors

Every child and
young person
is important

Phone, text, email social media and
IT are good

i.e. relevant checks are in place, supervision of activities, child protection policy and procedure, anti-bullying policy, data protection policy and
procedures, Health and safety of activities/risk assessment undertaken, parental consent for video/photo images etc

1
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7: Breaking down the consultation process
1. Is it necessary to consult?
• Are you asking a young
person about their personal
lives, aspirations, needs?
• Are you doing a whole service
review?
• Are there children involved
with learning needs, health
challenges or disabilities
that make their ability to
communicate challenging?
• What is the benefit to the
service/children/young people
of this consultation?
• Have you contacted other
similar services to see if they
have, or if
they are,
consulting
on the same
thing?

3. Process
• Decide on your overall
approach to consultation
and consider communication
needs and alternative ways
of involving all children and
young people in the process.
• Remember, if you are talking
to an individual about his
or her future, thinking the
process through could make a
real difference by including his
or her ability to communicate
thoughts, wishes and
feelings during every stage of
planning.

2. Identify
your
objectives
• What do
you want
from this?
• Who are
your target
groups of
children/young
people?
• Better planning for an
individual, to review your
service(s)?
• To enhance the experience of
staff and clients?
• Are you reviewing a policy or
How many young people and/
or children do you want to
engage with this activity?
•
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• Clarify who
should be involved in
carrying out the consultation
e.g. would having children or
young people carry out some
of the work be of benefit to
them and the consultation
outcomes? Is there a benefit
in involving parents in this
instance?
Identify key organisations/
groups/professionals to work
in partnership with to promote
and deliver consultation.

•

Plan well for
• TIME
• Ethical or confidentiality
issues.
• Consultation and
communication method/s
to implement.
• Additional support you
may need, eg. Makaton/
sign/symbols boards/video
camera.
• Be aware that some
children and young people
may need additional time
and support to be able
to participate fully. So a
staged approach
could be taken
to ensure that
their voices are
added to the
mix.
•
Be aware of
surroundings. It
might be better
to use a popular
or neutral
venue. Young
people and
children should
be comfortable
and feel that they
are getting some benefit,
activity, celebrity participation,
gift, responsibility, from the
activity. It must work for them
as well as for you.
		

4. Undertake the consultation
• Have a single lead to
coordinate but share the load.
• Who is working with you and
do they have the information
they need to carry out the
consultation on your behalf?
• Do the children/young people
know what is expected and
have you made them aware of
the process/timelines?
• Do you have a reward/
incentive to engage them.
• Are you breaking up a
morning/full day event with fun
activities?
5. Feedback to, relevant
managers, children and/
or young people as soon as
possible.
• Ensure that the method
of feedback is clear at the
start of the process/event.
Collect, record and collate
the information ensure the
tasks for consolidating this
are clear particularly when
multiple methods have been
used such as: Flip charts,
questionnaires, photography,

•

children/young people’s
quotes, feedback, video link,
table groups, one to one
conversations.
Present your findings and/
or recommendations using
quotes from young people
or case studies to evidence
your results. Share with
decision makers and similar
services (unless it was an
internal management/process
consultation).

•
•

•
•

What would you do differently
next time?
Did you have the help you
needed to enable each child
to communicate effectively
with you?
Have you thanked those
that supported you and the
process?
How will you share the
learning?

You will find a number of activity
examples at Appendix 5.

See Appendix 10 for a tool to help
with this.
6. Review and reflect
• Did it work? Did you achieve
your objectives?
• What worked really well?
• What were the challenges and
successes for the children and
young people did you evaluate
the event, did children and
young people and partner
organisations contribute to
that evaluation at the time?
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8: Recording Young People’s Views on
Assessment/Review documents
These documents, particularly
around transitions and reviews,
are absolutely vital and the young
person or child must be given
options to take part and comment.
It is not appropriate to just put:
• ‘Matthew can not give his
views as he has no speech’ or
• ‘Cannot express views on this
matter’ or
• ‘This child is too young to
have an opinion’.
Children and young people
express their views on their lives,
services, likes, and dislikes in
many ways, so if they cannot
verbally express an opinion
find another way. While there
are times we have to make a
judgement based on what we
know, there are times we need to
treat these with caution. Always
talk to the person who works
most closely and communicates
with the child when it is time to
gain their views for reviews and
transitions. They can assist.
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Some examples:
•

Ikram cannot verbalise,
however he gets animated
and giggly when allowed to be
outside.

•

This photograph shows
Manda pointing to the things
she likes to do in school. She
identified maths and science.
She threw the sport pictures
on the floor, so I assume she
does not like sport. (It turned
out Manda was upset because
she was not encouraged to
take part in sport activities. It
was assumed she could not
because of her disability.)

•

Alisia used her image board to
communicate and let me know
that she likes history and
wants to learn about fashion
in the past. She wants to go
to college with her friends.

•

Sandy takes part in activities
that involve colour and
movement, and likes to drum.
It always makes her smile
when we do dance/music. (Ms
Jones, authorised to speak for
Sandy.)

•

Jo didn’t want to share his
opinion when asked about
school but he did say his TA
helps him and he likes going
to the library for quiet time.
He said ‘Noise whizzes my
mind.’

•

Robin gets distressed when
there are strong smells in the
room and is less likely to take
part in activities. (Ms Abbot,
key worker.)

•

Young person said very little
and did not want to take part,
however in the class room he
said: ‘You can support me by
listening to me and helping me
when I am stuck with work.’

•

Klark likes Nurture Den and
his best friend told me that
Klark would like to be at
the same school as him so
he could help understand
complicated stuff. (Social
Worker)

•

All About Me – make sure that
the child’s words are clear.
Use italics or speech marks,
or even photographs. If you
are writing for the child or
young person, make sure you
identify who you are

Obtaining Views of Children
and Young People for Education
or other Reviews
Children and young people should
be encouraged to express their
opinions at any time (Bearing in
mind that others have to have
the same right.) However, when
ascertaining the views and
aspirations of children with a
special educational need whether
alongside a disability or other
special circumstance, a variety
of methods have to be available.
Some of these may include:

2. Task or Outcome Centred
Activities e.g.
• Questionnaires, online,
individual or face to face.
• Art / collage activity.
• Drama and Dance.
• Games.
3. Bespoke e.g.
• All About Me – (NSPCC),
• Activities devised by special
schools specifically for their
cohort.

1. Conversation / Discussion
such as
• Use of direct questioning
• Use review document,
Transition, EHC or SEN
Statement as a framework for
discussion.

4. Therapeutic - e.g.
• PCP (Personal Construct
Psychology) tasks. Such as
asking the young person how
another child or adult would
describe them and their
progress.
• Spider graphs, scaling
methodology or solution
focused options.
5. Indirect or Co-operative e.g.
• Reviewing previous reports
or photographs, asking the
views of parents and / or key
carers such as hospital staff,
respite or short break staff
about a child’s preferences
and dislikes.

Be
welcoming

Someone who
understands young
people need
to do the work
with us

Encourage
diversity

Listen with ears, eyes
and whole body; we
communicate
differently

Right service
for the right
youngsters

GOOD
LEADER

Every child and
young person
is important

Advocate for those
who need support

Leadership should include:
Views of CICC 2015

Phone, text, email social media and
IT are good

Use pictures,
signing, anything just try

Use service
leaders as
mentors
Keep clear on the
language the language
and reduce jargon
Translators are
important
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9: Where are you on the participation ladder?
The Ladder of Participation
developed by Roger Hart
(Appendix 2) is generally
used to determine where an
organisation or service is in their
journey to inclusion and effective
engagement of all children.
However, it can also be a rung or
two too high when considering
children with the range of learning
needs and disabilities, behaviour,
developmental and emotional
challenges. These children are
not easy to consult with in a hurry.
So don’t hurry!

This may include transport, one to
one support, help with language
and writing, someone with them
that they trust. Other young
service users can often help here.

Some of these children and
families may find universal
services (that we take for granted)
too difficult to take up. They
may require additional help with
learning through a statement of
special educational needs or an
Education Health and Care Plan
(EHC) so to include children in
specific circumstances we need
to focus on what particular help
is required to bridge the gap to
enable them to engage effectively.

For those whose work embeds
active participation on a day to
day basis, looking at a whole
service approach or whole
school consultation, the ladder of
participation is a tool that confirms
and endorses what they are doing
with the pupil/service user cohort.

Remember that no matter how
many statements and policies
about equality and inclusion and
intent you have, they will not
bridge the gap without practical
steps being implemented to
actively include and effectively
engage these children and young
people.

However, when you take our
cohort of young people included
in Section 10 of the SEND
Code of Practice, in reality the
positioning on that ladder for
them is somewhat different. Their
power may come at a lower level,
and their inclusion dependent on
a particularly strong adult/child
relationship. The key thing is to
look at your cohort and say “What
does this mean for every child?”.
The Roger Hart ladder is included
in the appendices, the version
below is our Stoke-on-Trent
version where young people have
said what participation means
for them and that has fed into the
development of the levels.

Year 9 and 11 Pupils - Watermill Special School September 2015
“Ask questions a number of times, children may still not understand. Above all take time and
do it with them and not to them” Mr May - Head Teacher
“If you are going to listen to me prove it!” Niall
“It is important to consult me because people learn about ME and I can plan for my future.” Ben
“If you don’t do it yet...try it out!” Alfie
“It is important to ask me what I think...I have ideas” Kieran
“The more staff get to know me and what I think, the better I get at school.” Bradley
“Our school council is great. We talk to everyone.” Kirsty
Sophie wants to tell people what she thinks in her own time
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What does this mean for young people? Application and Impact

Child/Youth Initiated. Shared Decisions with Adults
• Children, young people and adults share decision making in an inclusive way
• High responsibility for outcomes and/or service activity as they are initiated
by young people/children and decisions are shared with adults. Young people
benefit from working on an equal footing with adults

Child/Youth Initiated and Directed
• Young people initiate ideas and direct activity with little input from adults
• Children and young people have a high level of responsibility for their future or
that of services/activities in this integrated approach to engagement where adults
take on a supporting or enabling role

Adult Initiated. Shared Decision with Child/Youth
• Adults initiate activity in which decision making is shared with children and young
people
• This level enables some medium level of responsibility for personal outcomes or
for decisions made with adults on the outcome of involvement
Consulted and Informed
• Adult-led activity in which ideas and plans are made and then young people are
consulted. Young people and children are informed on how their contribution may
be used and the outcome of any decisions made
• Child or young person may have some low responsibility for the decisions which
will be made by adults but they will have been able to give ideas and advice and
have been told how that will be used... or not
Assigned But Informed
• Children and young people understand about the adult-led activity, its purpose,
how the decisions are made by adults and their role in the process or outcome
• The child or young person will have low responsibility for many outcomes or
results but they may have allocated a specific in the process and informed of that
purpose
Tokenism
• Children and young people may have little or no feedback from adult-led
activities for which they have been consulted
• On the surface it appears young people have a say, but in reality they are
disempowered and have little or no choice in the level of engagement nor
responsibility for the outcomes for themselves
Decoration
• Children and young people may understand the purpose of the adult-led
activities but have no input into their planning, performance or review
• Child or young person may be visible at the table but they have no responsibility
or say in what happens to them or what decisions are made about them

Manipulation
• Children and young people have no understanding of the purpose of adult-led,
designed and implemented activities
• Child or young person has no power or responsibility to input to any of his/her
own or collective outcomes

Adapted from Roger Hart’s Ladder of Participation by Sue Thomas of Children England 2015
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10: Realism vs expectation
What is it we are trying to
achieve? Are we looking for a
way to make sure that young
mindy or assan have a real say
in their future? Are we trying to
improve our service/school for all
children and young people? Are
we trying to make sure we pass
an ofsted inspection? Are we
trying to ‘get it right’ for everyone
all the time? Are we just trying to
get it better this time, or could it
be all of the above?
Some adults may have a limited
perception of the abilities of
children to make decisions
for themselves and others.
Sometimes children may overplay
emotional responses, have higher
than possible aspirations and
perhaps their sense of reality is
not what we might expect, so
the reaction of adults is often
to silence them or ignore them.
However, the truth of it is that
many of the children and young
people who get involved through
conversation (in its many forms)
or consultation will often provide
clear and realistic, simple and
valid suggestions and ideas. This
is enhanced when consultation
is varied and aided by effective
methodology, facilitators and
expectation.
For individuals – is it more
effective to keep note of some
of the conversations you have
with individuals such as their
aspirations for their futures or
what college they like or who they
trust most.
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We know that at key times
children with educational
challenges are going to be subject
to assessment or review, for
learning aids, for health or social
care purposes, for transitions and
for changes. It is not always the
best way to gain their opinions
or views if you catch them after
a lesson, just before lunch time,
when they are looking to get a
bus or go and play for a team.
This is a process that could take
time. Find out if there is anyone
with particular skills or equipment,
such as signing or an icon board,
help with writing or just with the
time to listen.
It is equally important to manage
the expectations of children
and young people and indeed
their parents, to enable them to
understand that while we will
take on board all the factors,
their right to have a say, and the
things they want to happen, that
it may take time, may have a
resource implication that makes it
impossible, that despite all efforts,
it just might not be possible to
go to the school/college/flat/
apprenticeship/activity/service
that they want and need.

However, look at what you have.
There might be some actions that
may be taken immediately to have
a positive impact on that child or
young person, it might involve
their parents or carers to initiate
immediate action, but some of
these may be easier to plan and
resource, and will show the child
or young person that change
is possible and they and their
wishes were taken seriously.
Managing expectations is part
of planning for activities and
consultation and providing open
and swift feedback should form an
embedded part of the process.

We involved the
young people in
the creation of
the project i.e.
they chose the
names, the roles,
the purpose of
the service etc”

11: Are we getting it right? Indicators of
good practice in engaging children and
young people
Aims:
To support children to make
plans for their future through
understanding their individual
needs.
To ensure their individual views
and aspirations are logged
effectively and available to help
with their future planning.
To encourage and enable children
and young people to take an
active role in consultations,
planning, reviews and revisions of
services that support them.
1. We involve all children
and young people in our
services regular consultation,
evaluation, monitoring and
review of activities.
2. All our staff and volunteers
evidence understanding and
empathy for the situation of
these children and are able to
record their views effectively.
3. We encourage the
development of effective
communication skills that
enable children and young
people to feel valued, listened
to and respected.

5. Ring fencing and adapting
activities to enable all young
people and children to take
part is considered within our
service, including allowing
additional time if it is required
to get it right for each child.
6. Activities and skills of workers
are focused on empowerment
and resilience, to engender
feelings of self-worth and
confidence in the children/
young people.
7. We include the energy and
good will of other service
users to help reach out to
these children and young
people who may find it more
difficult to communicate and
take part.
8. We enable access to training
to enable staff and volunteers
to develop our skills base and
to enable them to recognise
the barriers to opportunities
to engage that some children
and young people face.

9. We recognise that and respect
that some young people
and children will not want to
engage, but some will say no
because they do not feel able
to say yes.
10. We are able to identify
accessible role models for the
children and young people
through effective community
networking, building good
relationships with services
and key agencies who may
have skills and resources to
share to support individual
children or young people and
by listening to them about
who they admire and respect.
Some of these services may
come together to help reduce
cost or look at project/funding
opportunities2.
NB: On the following page
is a template for an action
plan to help you plot your
improvement planning
process.

4. A needs analysis that includes
explicitly the young people
and children in this cohort
is developed as part of our
service planning processes.

Thank you to the young men at Portland Special School who helped to begin to identify the important things
about engagement and consultation.
Thank you to partner organisations across all sectors for contributing to this section.

2

A full set of self-assessment standards will be available in 2016 with some examples of success criteria.
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Action Plan for Engagement Activity / Consultation
Task/
Action

Time
scale

Lead
Agency/
individual

Resource
Implications/
Costs

Bean
counting

Outcomes/
Follow up
Achievements Action

Clear
and
concise

You can use a
gantt chart to
inform this

Who is taking
the lead on this
action, and the
person holding
the information?
Make sure a
contact number or
email is provided

What are the
additional costs
to the time you
are putting in?
Do you need
interpreters/
special
equipment etc.?

We all have to
do it.
How many
young people
with SEND or
other specific
circumstance?
How many
schools?
Who are the
partners?

Which part of
the original plan
does this activity
relate to…. If
it doesn’t then
don’t do it?
What are the
results for the
young person or
group?
What outcome
for service/
planning
process… what
is the IMPACT?

Layout portrait for example purposes only 3.
A number of practical activities and methods are outlined in Appendix 5

3

Influenced by Roz Ward (2007) ‘Engaging Young People in Your Community Organisation Toolkit’ Trichrom: Reading
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Is there
anything that
needs to be
done to ensure
this area is
achieved?
By whom and
by when?

12: Dealing with Disclosure of Bullying or
Other Types of Abuse
Sometimes you will find that
children and young people
disclose that they have been,
or are being, bullied or abused
during consultation activities. If
this is the case then follow your
anti-bullying or child protection
procedure. But, in the first
instance:
• Stay calm and try to reassure
the child.
• Let the child know that you
believe them and will take
them seriously.

•
•
•
•
•

Listen but do not push for
detail.
Ask only open questions if you
have to ask a question at all.
Go at the pace of the child or
young person.
Do not ask ‘why’ questions.
Say you will do your best to
help by making sure that the
people who know just how to
help will be contacted by you.

•

•

•

Do not promise to keep
secrets when the safety and
wellbeing of the child are in
question.
Do not promise that everything
will be ok and stress that you
do not have the answers to all
their questions.
Most importantly, make sure to
stress that it is NOT the child’s
or young person’s fault that
this has happened.

A child or young adult with a disability may communicate in ways other than the use of language.
Staff should be aware of this and raise any concerns as necessary. It must be made clear to the
child or young adult who discloses information about abuse that in order to protect them, or the
person they are talking about if other than themselves, that the information will be share with
relevant agencies/professionals.
Please remember – for all events and activities it is important to ensure that an effective Risk
Assessment is undertaken including looking at Risk Benefit (What are the implications of not taking
the risk) where appropriate.
Please remember that children with special educational needs and disabilities are more at risk than
others of being abused, so at every stage and every activity, have regard to your organisations child
protection policy and ensure safeguarding measures are adhered to.
If you have any concerns visit the Stoke on Trent LSCB web site for more guidance and information.
http://www.safeguardingchildren.stoke.gov.uk/ccm/navigation/adults/concerned-about-a-child/

Community Matters – Roz Ward (2007) ‘Engaging Young People in Your Community Organisation Toolkit’ Trichrom: Reading
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Appendix 1

Respect Disability
Adapted from Special Needs Inclusion Project – 2010 Illinois and revised with the advice of some young
people in Stoke-on-Trent in May/June 2015.
1. Speak of the person first, then the child’s disability (e.g. a child with Down syndrome, instead of the
Down syndrome child).
2. Emphasize abilities, not limitations (e.g. Amy is a wonderful artist, instead of Amy uses a wheelchair;
identify Araf as Araf the 6-year-old in Ms Jones’ class, instead of Araf, the boy with epilepsy).
3. Do not label people as part of a disability group (e.g. Adam who likes dancing, instead of Adam, the
blind teenager).
4. Don’t give excessive praise or attention to a person with a disability; don’t patronize them (e.g. Would you
want to be praised for something that you do every day, like go to work?).
5. Avoid treating people with disabilities as if they want to be the recipients of charity or pity. They want to
participate equally with the rest of the community (e.g. ask Liam if he wants to play, instead of saying
how sad it is that Liam needs help with lots of things).
6. Let the person do or speak for herself as much as possible (e.g. if one child asks why another uses a
wheelchair, let her answer for herself, instead of answering for her).
7. Don’t assume that an individual with a disability needs help. Offer assistance, but wait until your offer
is accepted before you help (e.g. ask an individual with a disability if he would like you to hold the door
open for him, instead of assuming that he needs you to do it for him).
8. Be respectful of personal space and assistive devices. Assistive devices such as wheelchairs, crutches,
hearing aids and assistance dogs are part of a person’s personal space and should not be interfered
with unless assistance is requested.
9. Remember that a person who has a disability isn’t necessarily chronically sick or unhealthy (e.g. a
person with learning difficulties is not sick or unhealthy, she may just need additional help to learn.)
10. Make certain that activities are accessible to all participants (e.g. activities and projects, as well as
buildings, need to be inclusive, welcoming and accommodating).
11. Remember that a disability is a functional limitation that interferes with a person’s ability to walk, hear,
talk, learn, etc. Additional difficulties arise when there is situation or a barrier imposed by society, the
environment, or oneself (e.g. an inaccessible facility is a barrier to the individual with a disability to
participate in an activity at that facility).
12. Relax! Don’t be embarrassed if you use common expressions such as “see ya later” or “gotta run,” to an
individual who has a visual impairment or uses a wheelchair, respectively.
13. Don’t be afraid to talk about the disability, but don’t speculate.

Thank you to to the young ladies working with the Shout Out Stoke programme for their guidance in
developing this help sheet.
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Appendix 2

Ladder of Participation
Levels identified by Roger Hart

8. Child-initiated
shared decisions
with adults
7. Child-initiated
and directed
6. Adult initiated,
shared decisions
with children

Degrees of
participation

5. Consulted
and informed
4. Assigned
but informed
3. Tokenism

2. Decoration

Non-participation

1. Manipulation
Click here to see the original diagram
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Appendix 3

Image consent form sample
Using images of children
Consent form for Stoke-on-Trent non-school staff commissioning photography
To:
Name of parent or guardian: ..........................................................................................................................
Name of child: .................................................................................................................................................
School/ service the child attends
(if applicable):..................................................................................................................................................
Location of photograph: .................................................................................................................................
(Your Organisation’ Name) would, as part of our ongoing activities, like to *take photographs / *make a
video recording of your *child / *children for promotional / as part of a consultation activity/ project/ or other
purpose (insert here). These images may appear in our printed publications, on video, on our website, or on
all three. (*Please delete as appropriate.)
To comply with the Data Protection Act 1998, we need your permission before we take any images of your
*child / *children. Please answer questions 1 to 3 below, then sign and date the form where shown. Please
return the completed form to: (Insert name of the staff member in charge photography and the return
address.)
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
The photographer will be appropriately supervised at all times and all pictures will be the property of the
service not the photographer.
To the parent									
Please circle your answer
1. May we use your child’s image in our printed promotional publications?		
Yes / No
2. May we use your child’s image on our website?						
Yes / No
3. May we record your child’s image on our promotional videos?				
Yes / No
			
Please note that websites can be viewed throughout the world, not just in the United Kingdom where UK
law applies. Please also note the conditions for using these images on the back of this form.
I have read and understood the conditions of use on the back of this form.
Signature: ............................................................................ Date: ................................................................
Your name
(in block capitals):...........................................................................................................................................
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1. This form is valid for *two years from the date of signing / *for this project only. The consent will
automatically expire after this time.
2. We will not re-use any images *after this time / *after the project is completed.
3. We will not include details or full names (which means first name and surname) of any child or adult in
an image on video, on our website, or in printed publications, without good reason. For example, we may
include the full name of a competition prize winner if we have their consent. However, we will not include
the full name of a model used in promotional literature.
4. We will not include personal e-mail or postal addresses, or telephone or fax numbers on video or on our
website or in printed publications.
5. If we use images of individual pupils, we will not use the name of that child in the accompanying text or
photo caption without good reason. And if a child or young person is named in the text, we will not use a
photograph of that child to accompany the article without good reason. For example, we may include a
picture and full name of a competition prize winner if we have their consent. However, we will not include
a picture and full name of a model used in promotional literature.
6. We may use group images with very general labels, such as “a science activity” or “making Christmas
decorations”.
7. We will only use images of children/young people who are suitably dressed, to reduce the risk of such
images being used inappropriately.
*Please delete the option that does not apply
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Appendix 4

An example of how one service in
Stoke-on-Trent is recording and using the
views of children, young people and parents
EHC assessments and transfer reviews: pupil voice and parental feedback
Example of pupil contribution
How this was reflected in EHC Plan
‘K really enjoys dance and would like to do some
‘K will have the opportunity to work with the younger
form of teaching in her dance.’ (pupil views captured children at the dance studio, this will be arranged
before meeting by trusted adult)
through X dance studio.’
‘I enjoy maths, science, reading, music, cookery,
see Outcomes on separate document attached
gardening and all sports activities. I enjoy discussing
newspaper articles and programmes on television.
I also enjoy looking after all my pets and playing
games with my family, my nieces and my teacher.
I am good at reading, spelling, maths, science and
solving problems.
Nothing makes me unhappy I always feel happy
except when my football teams are losing. I am also
very brave and my motto is ‘Never ever give up on
anything!’ I can’t think of anything [that I don’t like]
because I enjoy everything I do and I do my best in
everything I do.
The things I use to help me learn things better are
my kindle, visual aids like my television, DVD player,
games, apps, library books from my library box and
my computer.
What would help me more is an iPad that is my
own for school and I can download my learning
apps on and other things I need as the one I have
had is protected by a password that blocks us from
downloading things we need. Anything to do with
computers helps me as I can see things more easily
on screens and this helps me to learn.
Two achievements that I have been proud of this
year are achieving my high test scores and learning
to manoeuvre and master my new wheelchair.
I am looking forward to going on a special trip to
London later on this year and to maybe calling in at
the Wembley Stadium on the way to London.’ (pupil
views recorded by review Chair at start of review
meeting)
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EHC assessments and transfer reviews: pupil voice and parental feedback
Example of pupil contribution
How this was reflected in EHC Plan
Pupil D – My reasons for wanting to be residential at NB. Plan not yet finalised – request being
[setting] Monday to Friday
considered
It will make me less tired from waking up early and
travelling in a taxi for 2 hours and 30 minutes each
day, not including traffic problems and weather
problems
It will make me more confident with talking with
people within school and I will make more friends
and have good relationships with most people.
It will boost my confidence to eat different types of
food at breakfast lunch and tea time at [setting] -This
will also make me more independent like making my
own baths and remembering to clean my teeth every
morning and night. If all my friends are doing exactly
the same thing it will make me do it
It will encourage me to do more activities after
school with my friends. When I get home from school
all I do is hide in my bedroom if I was on the house
unit I would be talking with my friends and doing
activities with them
Outside of school I don’t have any friends I only have
friends in school and I want to see them every day
and being on the house unit will make that happen.
It will get me ready for the future and make me more
independent
Everything I have said in this will help me with my
education, make me less tired and make me more
confident
I have stayed late on Tuesdays a few times now and
really enjoyed spending time at [setting] and I think it
would help me a lot if I could stay there in the week
(letter from pupil preceding review)
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Examples of positive parental feedback 2014 – 2015
Q. What is your overall assessment of the service
‘Excellent service throughout’
you received from the SEN Monitoring and
‘We feel that we were kept informed through the
Assessment Service?
whole process our views and opinions were listened
to and taken into consideration and if we had any
questions staff were always helpful’.
‘Views were listened carefully and they were
explained to us also.’
‘They explained everything.’
‘We are very happy with the service’
‘Most helpful, nothing too much trouble. I was told to
call back any time I needed.’
‘The person I contacted was so helpful [name here]
very helpful and kind.’
‘Each time I had any questions, the issues were
dealt with efficiently’.
‘Everything was explained clearly’.
Examples of good practice at reviews
‘[Setting H] always invite their children into the review, they are asked beforehand. Once they are in the
review they are offered a warm drink and if they choose hot chocolate they get lots of marshmallows on
and I feel this relaxes the children and they are more willing to contribute to the meeting’ Casework Officer
‘[Setting H] always show a video of the children if they are unable to attend the review and I feel this is
useful for ourselves as we can actually see the children working even if they are not present.’ Casework
Officer
‘[Academy O] – I have not yet attended any reviews where the children are not present and they are
always given the opportunity to contribute and they are encouraged to say how they feel and what the
school are doing well and what they could improve on etc.’ Casework Officer
‘[Special School A] Again as above they are always invited to the meeting and asked for their views and
are able to speak truthfully.’ Casework Officer
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Appendix 5

Consultation method ideas to use with
children and young people
Agree/Disagree
Place four signs around the room. The signs read “agree”, “disagree”, “strongly agree”, “I am not sure” and
“strongly disagree” “I have an alternative”. Read out prepared statement or questions and the children or
young people have to run to a label that best reflects how they feel.
Balloons
Children and young people can draw ideas on balloons and then decide whether as a group they release or
pop an idea.
Postcards or Sticky notes….
Children and young people write their idea on a postcard / sticky note and put them in a suggestion box or
on a piece of flip chart.
Bead boxes
Children and young people vote by placing a bead, a shape, or a coloured slip of paper in a pot.
Best/Worst - Good to get help in recruitment and job design, anti-bullying policies and codes of
practice for behaviours.
Draw around two volunteers on giant sheets of paper. One is the “World’s worst…” the other “World’s
best…” They then write and draw their ideas all over the sheets of paper.
Speech Bubbles
Put up a picture to represent what you want feedback on (your activities and services on offer or proposed
new services). The children and young people can draw their thoughts and ideas on the speech bubbles on
the display.
Using PowerPoint or White Board
Design slides reflecting the group’s ideas on a subject and project it large scale onto the wall.
Graffiti Wall
Hang large sheets of paper on a wall and invite the children and young people to their opinions on the
sheets in the form of graffiti.
Build a Wall
If time and resources allow, prepare large pieces of paper either with sponge print to give a brick wall effect
or using red, orange and brown rectangles of paper for children and young people to express their ideas
on in their own way through graffiti writing, picture, symbol, collage from a magazine or writing what they
feel.. Build the wall as the event progresses. (You can use a similar method with floor tiles, stepping stones,
leaves on a tree)
Ideas Avalanche
Set a topic for discussion and ask for suggestions. As people call out their ideas write them up on the flip
chart. Once the avalanche of ideas is over you can discuss which ideas are most practical, whether any are
impossible and which should be discussed further.
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Sticky Note Ideas Storm
Divide into groups and give each some post-it notes and a pen. Write the question to be discussed up on
a flip chart. Ask the group to write ideas onto post-it note (one idea per post-it). Collect the notes and stick
them on the flip chart, clumping similar ideas together for discussion.
Dot Voting
Create a list of possible answers in response to a question or statement on a flip chart- for example, things
children and young people do in their spare time. Leave space next to each answer. Give everyone three
sticky dots and ask them to place their dots next to three activities they do most often. You can all see
immediately which activities are the most popular.
Video Booth
Set up a video camera in a small room with a chair for children and young people to sit on. Either allow
children and young people to express openly their ideas and suggestions to the camera, or ask questions
that they answer to the camera.
Wishing Well
Using whatever materials you can (clean dustbin, wide tube, children’s play tunnels) set up a wishing well.
Children write their thoughts, suggestions, ideas on a round piece of paper (coin) and throw it into the
wishing well. (This can work well to get rid of negative feelings and concerns at the start of the event.)
Freeze Frame
Get into small groups of about 5 to 7 people and challenge them to pose in a freeze frame of a scene. Give
them a theme such as “young people enjoy themselves”. They should use their imagination to decide as a
group what they are trying to depict and then devise a way to represent it as a freeze frame.
Arty Mural
Set a topic or theme for the mural, for example “what children and young people in the area do in their spare
time” or “the best playground ever”. Then encourage people to express their views on that topic by drawing a
picture or creating a collage.
Diamond Ranking
Set a question and have nine ideas for people to prioritise. Write each idea on a sticky note note and ask
each group to arrange their nine ideas in a diamond shape with their priority at the top, two in second
place, three in third place, two in fourth place and the lowest priority idea at the bottom. They need to get
consensus as a group and can move the ideas around until they reach an order with which they all agree.
Snot Fair
Draw a large picture of a miserable face, with a cold. The children and young people write what is not fair
about a given subject on green snot shaped pieces of paper then stick these all over the miserable face.
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Multiple Choice Quiz
A quiz in the style of those used in a magazine is devised relating to the consultation topic, i.e. for each
question the child or young person is given a scenario and three options - A, B or C.
Board Game
A board game is designed to match the chosen topic. Players roll the dice to move along squares and when
they land on a particular square a card is taken. Cards contain questions relating to the consultation topic
(open- ended, unfinished sentences and agree/disagree statement). Prize for the first to pass the finish line.
Making a Rap
Children and young people can produce a simple rap talking about their views, experiences and
suggestions.
Questionnaire
Questions relating closely to the consultation topic can be devised and placed in a questionnaire. These
questionnaires can then be distributed or emailed to local children and young people who are asked to
complete them and return to the school or programme.
Questionnaires could be used within the school classroom environment, youth club environment, as part
of a consultation event and can you can also involve children and young people themselves asking the
questions as young consulters and recording the answers.
Children and young people can work in small groups with an adult buddy to support them or individually.
Once these young consulters have asked another child or young person the questions they can hand out a
sticker which informs other young consulters that this individual has already been asked.
Text Vote
Ask children and young people to text their thoughts/answers to questions posed. This form of
communication is widely used by young people today and they may find it more appealing to respond this
way.
Poem Competition
Some children and young people may wish to express their thoughts, ideas, feelings through poetry.
Ask children and young people to create a poem about a certain topic or questions and making it into a
competition may help bring a little fun into it.
Online Questionnaires/Surveys
If you have a website you may be able to use it. Placing online questionnaires or surveys on your website
is also another popular way that young people use to give their thoughts and feelings. You could place
a series of questions on the site and ask them to e-mail you a response (easiest and cheapest form).
Developing an online survey which asks children and young people a series of questions that they can
select yes or no etc can be very expensive but if the funding is available it may be worth looking into4.
BFG Bottle of Dreams
Children are not always confident in saying what it is that they want for their futures, this exercise involves
placing items or words in a small bottle that represents their dreams for their future. It is important that
children/young people have the opportunity to talk about this too if they choose to.

IActivities: Originally Adapted by Hampshire Community Association from Family Learning Initiative – Family Friendly Guidelines (2007)- ‘Consulting
with Children and Young People’. Further adapted by Children England in 2015.

4
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Feedback Wall:
This ‘Pants and Tops’ Board is
used by the Donna Louise Trust
to enable children to feed back on
things that work and things they
are not happy about. The silver
stars are responses from the
hospice staff.
This is one of many ways this can
be done for example:
Dress a notice board as an
underwater scene and allow
children to use fish or sharks.
Have sticky notes available and
allow comments to be placed on
Dustbins and Treasure Chests
that are pinned to the wall.
Children themselves will come up
with lots of ideas of how this can
work. The most important thing is
that the service must respond and
comments can be anonymous.

Appendix 6

Appendix 6 - Tips on creating a questionnaire
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep questions relevant- only ask questions that you actually need the answers and feedback to.
The overall questionnaire needs to be targeted to the audience; for example in its type of questions,
wording, and layout.
Focus on to the design and layout of forms. A large print size, provide sufficient amount of space for
people to write, give clear instructions and questions, placing everything in logical order.
Think about how to remove barriers for the participants this may include translating questionnaires, or
consider an interpreter; use an interviewer for people who may have difficulty reading or writing; use
other formats to question people with disabilities.
Allow people to make their comment anonymously if they wish to.
Questionnaires can be conducted via post/e-mail.
Sample sizes and response rates will vary according to the type of questionnaire method used. Do not
anticipate a 100% response; 60% response would be considered very good.

Questionnaires can contain either open or closed questions or a mixture of both. Remember that whatever
questions you decide to use, you should always analyse how easy it will be to analyse results and evaluate
your findings. Closed questions that produce quantitative results can be easier to analyse.
The Pants and Tops image was from the Donna Louise Trust in Stoke-on-Trent.
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Appendix 7

Widgits

Widgits are one of a number of tools available to provide symbols and software to assist communication.
Above is an example of using widgits to tell a story. This is two of five plates from a free download and is
one of many resources you can access on their website. http://www.widgit.com5
Plates reproduced with the kind permission of Widgits Software. Widgit Symbols (c) Widgit Software 2002 - 2015 www.widgit.com
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Appendix 8

Multisensory Teaching Procedures
One example of tools used to support communication in Stoke-on-Trent Schools.
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Appendix 9

Feedback Report Pro-forma
This is an example so you can easily adapt to fit your own purposes.
Feedback Report –

Engagement of children and young people with
SEND.
Name of Event/Meeting (Please attach minutes or excerpt if relevant.)
Briefly outline where the participants come from.
schools/postcodes/neighbourhood/year groups etc.

Date and Location

Age range (CYP) and nos. of participants

Purpose of meeting/event in brief including specific consultation requests from services e.g. SEND,
Careers, Aiming High

Which service or organisation are leading the event/meeting E.g. school, social care, health, SEND
etc.

Were there any of the SEND Code of Practice Section 10 cohort present, as identified on page ?.
(Please give number not names.)

Key Messages:
What was the result of the event for child(ren) and young people based on the agenda.

What will happen with the feedback from this
meeting/event?

Format (Report, minutes, video etc.?)

Service (Eg all schools, short break provider)

How and when will you follow up to see if this
has made a difference to service, child(ren)
young people.
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How will you provide/view Evidence of change
to service based on consultation outcomes
reflecting views of child(ren) young people and
parents.
The ‘Ah I must remember this’ bit

Who do we go to for evidence of change> (eg
who asked for the consultation/review? Social Care,
CAMHS, SEND Svs etc.)

Did you pick up any other issues/feedback from
a child or young person

What was the celebration, concern or issue raised
(the children all seemed aware of an event coming
up organised by a recreation service but felt that it
would be difficult to go to because of lack of public
transport on a Sunday.)

Example – Football Training Event
(delete before use)

What action did the child(ren) wish to be taken?
(The service needs to be made aware of the
transport and access issues, and the challenges for
children as this is a short break activity)
What action did you take and what was the result. (I
passed the information to my line manager who will
ensure that the organisation are contacted. She also
said she will notify the lead organisation for short
breaks.)

How do you feel that your service engage with
cyp

Did you feed back the action you have taken to the
children who raised the issue? (We fed back to the
consultation)
Evidence

A little
Good

All staff have been trained in participation and
we are getting better at feedback. Currently
undertaking the Stoke-on-Trent Engagement
standards review. Young people and children
have an advisor role within the service.

Embedded
Must do Better
Your Name

Your contact details.

Signature
Date

Thank you for completing this feedback form. If the meeting involves an individual child or young
person, rather than a group consultation event, please ensure a copy is kept in his or her file.
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Useful Links Here are just a few, so do add your own!
Please note that not every service is linked here. Many are accessed through other websites such as the
Local Offer and SEND Services links. Click on the name to go to the website.
SEND Code of Practice 2014
Stoke on Trent Engagement Strategy - currently in consultation please see stoke.gov.uk for further news
Stoke-on-Trent SEND Joint Commissioning Strategy
Don’t Get Me Wrong – (The Communication Trust)
National Youth Agency
Youth Music – Guidance on involving young people
http://www.gla.ac.uk/schools/education/
www.widgits.com
Children England
http://www.photovoice.org/
CRAE (Children’s Rights Alliance England)
UNICEF
CDC (Council for Disabled Children)
Barnardos
http://www.familyarts.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/AL-FF-Resource10Update-v3.pdf (an example of
feedback from a consultation on family engagement in the arts.)
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) – Summary
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Some links to services used locally for
children in Specific Circumstances
Please note that not every service is linked here. Many are accessed through other websites such as the
Local Offer and SEND Services links. Click on the name to go to the website.

Housing

CCG

Stoke Local
Offer

Special
schools

Children in
care

Youth
provision (LA)

Donna
Louise Trust
Children’s
Hospic

Police
Changes YP
and
Younger
Minds

Leisure and
recreation

Arch North
Staffordshire
Shout Out
Stoke

Education
Services in
Stoke-onTrent

Compliments
and
complaints

Inclusion
services (city
council)

Galaxy Youth
LGBT

NHS Strategy
2014/15
consultation
report

SEND
Services

Translation
Services

Action for
Children

Careers
Service

Fire service

YMCA

Children in
England

Young Minds
VS Campaign

NYAS

Hospital
Teaching
Services and
Merit

Caudwell
Children

CAMHS

SENDIASS

Advocacy

Dragon
Square

Youth and
Community

VCS youth
provision

Care leavers

YOS

PEGIS parent
advisory
group

FIS Early help
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Your own links and contacts
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Your own links and contacts
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